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E-List 21
[May Miscellany I]

Dear friends and colleagues,

We're going to go ahead and call May the month of the magpie. Lazy googling on their breeding
cycle and some simple arithmetic indicate that this year's brood should be hatching right around
now. Coincidentally, the CHB rare book hangar is starting to resemble a magpie's eclectic nest and
the number of cool, shiny, and interesting new arrivals is too big to fit into one e-list, so
we've divvied them up into two. Today's list starts with Audre Lorde's 1982 groundbreaking work
of biomythology Zami; hits upon a cache of American scaleboard bindings; joins John B.
Doris's Inter-Ocean Circus; perplexedly studies the cross section of, well, never mind; and
concludes with the poetry of Isabella Oliver, the "first poet of Cumberland Valley." As well as
appearing here, these items will also be on display at the second annual Georgetown Rare Book
Fair, held May 19-21 at the City Tavern Club on M Street. We recommend sleeping in, grabbing
brunch at Brasserie Liberté, and then ambling over to the Club's mezzanine, where you will find us
in our booth. Admission Saturday and Sunday is free.

Best,

The gang at Capitol Hill Books, ABAA/ILAB

"sensual, provocative, indelible"

1. [African-Americana] Audre Lorde
 
Zami: A New Spelling of My Name

Watertown, MA: Persephone Press, 1982. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's illustrated card
wrappers; 256pp. Light rubbing along edges of wraps; spine sunned with some creasing. Front cover
opens easily to title page, but otherwise binding is sound. Moderate to heavy spotting along edges of
text block. Previous owner's gift inscription to front free endpaper, else pages unmarked. A Very
Good copy overall.

Lorde combines history, biography, and myth in Zami, claiming to be the creation of a new form,
biomythography. Zami grapples with race, class, sexuality, and identity through Lorde's growing
awareness of her attraction to women, her experiences with racism, and her difficult relationship
with her mother while exploring her Caribbean heritage. A cornerstone text for the self-described
black, lesbian, mother, warrior, poet, praised by Roxane Gay as "a towering figure in the world of
letters...a beacon, a guiding light." Gay continues, "And she was far more than that because her
prose and poetry astonished me—intelligent, fierce, powerful, sensual, provocative, indelible" (from
Gay's introduction to The Selected Works of Audre Lorde (2020)). Scarce.
 

Price: $350

Inscribed and annotated by the author

2. [African-Americana] Julia Fields

Slow Coins Minted by Julia Fields [Inscribed and Signed with Autograph Note Laid in]

[Washington, DC]: Three Continents Press, [1981]. First Edition, Wrapper Issue. Octavo; publisher's
glossy grey pictorial card wrappers; [10],206pp.; illus. throughout. Light wear and soil from
handling, else Very Good.

Substantial poetry collection by the Alabama-born author, inscribed and signed inside upper cover:
"To Joe Johnson with respect and honor — 1987 / Julia Fields." Unsigned note in the same hand and
ink laid in, "I hoped to have sent you the hard cover. Too broke! (Smile). Are you going to review
my old book? Pub 1981 — plagiarist's paradise!" We also locate three brief manuscript annotations
and underlining throughout by the author, presumably for the recipient's benefit.
 

Price: $125

Jim Crow in the aircraft industry

3. [African-Americana] Los Angeles Council National Negro Congress
 
Jim Crow in National Defense

Los Angeles: Los Angeles Council National Negro Congress, [1940]. First Edition. 12mo (17cm.);
publisher's pictorial staplebound self-wrappers; 27pp. Stock uniformly toned, else a Very Good to
Near Fine example.

Uncommon pamphlet detailing the struggles of black workers in finding employment in the aircraft
industry. No other copies in retail as of May, 2023.
 

Price: $200

"a luminous moment"

4. [African-Americana] Martin Luther King, Jr.

Freedom's Crisis: Last Steep Ascent [The Nation, March 14, 1966]

[New York: The Nation, 1966.] First Edition. Quarto; publisher's staplebound self-wrappers printed
in black and orange; [281]-311pp.; illus. throughout. Textblock uniformly toned, rear wrapper rather
wrinkled from exposure to damp, bottom corner of upper cover dog-eared, old mailing label; Very
Good only. 

Headlining article "Freedom's Crisis: Last Steep Ascent" by Martin Luther King, Jr. following the
march from Selma to Montgomery the previous year: "When 50,000 Americans, white and Negro,
Protestant, Catholic, Jew and nonbeliever, assembled in haste from all corners of the land at
Montgomery, there lived again in a luminous moment the spirit of the Minute Men who at
Lexington and Concord electrified the world" (p. 292).
 

Price: $250

Great danger in ambiguity

5. [Americana - Plain Speaking] Naphtali Daggett
 
The Great Importance of Speaking in the Most Intelligible Manner in the Christian Church. A
sermon preached at the installation of the Rev. Nathaniel Sherman, over the Church of Christ in
Mount-Carmel, New-Haven, May, 18th, 1768

New-Haven: Thomas and Samuel Green, [1768]. First Edition. Small octavo (18cm.); disbound;
44pp. (A-E4 F2); woodcut initials, head- and tail-pieces. Stitching perished leaving most signatures
loose but present, brief staining to bottom spine-edge corner, else Good to Very Good, internally
clean and sound. 

Detailed lecture on the requirements of the minister in speaking intelligibly to his congregation, for
example "By using great care in defining and explaining out words, where there is any danger of a
misunderstanding" (p. 13). Daggett also warns against "speaking in an unknown tongue, or in
ambiguous, doubtful terms," as it is a "gross affront to common sense, and a manifest imposition
upon those whom we pretend to teach" (p. 21). 

ESTC W12522; EVANS 10873; TRUMBULL 536.
 

Price: $450

he will have his dserts!
 

6. [Americana - Scaleboard Bindings] Silas Andrus [printer]
 
The Code of 1650, being a compilation of the earliest laws and orders of the General Court of
Connecticut: Also, the Constitution, or civil compact, entered into and adopted by the towns of
Windsor, Hartford, and Wethersfield in 1638-9. To which is added some extracts from the laws and
judicial proceedings of New-Haven colony commonly called Blue Laws

Hartford: Silas Andrus, 1825. Reprint. 12mo; publisher's sheep over paper-covered wooden boards,
gilt-lettered spine; 119pp.; woodcut frontispiece. Binding quite worn with paper almost entirely
perished, top quarter of upper cover removed as is 1.5" square at bottom fore-edge corner, light
foxing to textblock, 20th century ex libris of an Abigail Treat Holt to front pastedown, which
survives intact despite losses to upper cover. Good only, though an excellent teaching example of a
popular early 19th-century American binding practice. 

Entertaining tract reproducing the Puritanical colonial "Blue Laws" of 17th-century Connecticut,
perhaps most famous for the woodcut frontispiece cartoon titled "The Constable seizing a tobacco
taker," referencing the law prohibiting the chewing of tobacco. In the cartoon, set in a quaint
Connecticut farmyard (the rear end of a cow just visible to the left, a frantic chicken trying to clear
the wooden gate), the action shows a young rapscallion being cuffed by the constable as the
constable's young family look on. Speech balloons float out of four of the characters' mouths, the
young tobacco chewer attempting to bribe the constable ("Say no thing—you shall have some of the
tea"), while the constable's wife reassures their son "My child, he will have his dserts [sic]." 

SHOEMAKER 20164.
 

Price: $150

A popular novel, a popular binding technique

7. [Americana - Scaleboard Bindings] Mrs. Rowson
 
Charlotte Temple: A Tale of Truth

Hartford: Silas Andrus, 1827. Later Edition. 12mo; publisher's calf over wooden boards, gilt-lettered
spine; 136pp.; woodcut frontispiece. Binding quite worn and, assuming boards were once paper-
covered, the paper has since entirely perished; shallow loss along top edge of both covers, textblock
a bit soiled and worn from handling, lacking rear endpaper, 20th century ownership rubberstamp to
front pastedown. A Good copy only, albeit an excellent teaching example of a popular early
American binding technique.

WRIGHT I 2208.
 

Price: $200

Very early example of scaleboard binding

8. [Americana - Scaleboard Bindings] Thomas Foxcroft

The Pleas of Gospel-Impenitents Examined & Refuted. In two sermons at the Thursday-Lecture in
Boston. On Febr. 5. and April 23. 1730

Boston: Printed by S. Kneeland, and T. Green, for S. Gerrish, 1730. First Edition. 12mo; full
contemporary paneled sheep over wooden scaleboards; [2],76pp. ([A]4-K4, lacking half title but
otherwise collated and complete). Boards quite worn with shallow but ubiquitous chips to leather
along extremities exposing scaleboards with occasional discreet expert repairs, additional losses
along margins of pastedowns, old clear tape repairs to margins of title page, four contemporary and
early ownership signatures to title page recto and verso, p. [1], and rear free endpaper as well as
brief street plan to front pastedown somewhat obscured by 20th century ownership rubberstamp.
Overall a Good copy in contemporary binding.

Exceedingly uncommon pair of sermons by the spiritual successor to Cotton Mather. At the time of
writing, in 1730, Foxcroft was chiefly preoccupied with maintaining the Massachusetts colony's
Puritan roots, arguing here that "It is nothing less than Sin and Folly for Men to make the
Uncertainty of their Election an Argument against their belief in Christ" (p. 13). 

No other copies in retail as of May, 2023, and last seen at auction in 1989.

ESTC W27673; EVANS 3281; SABIN 25400.
 

Price: $750

Revolutionary rhetoric bleeding into anti-Catholic vitriol

9. [American Revolution] Edward Wigglesworth
 
The Authority of Tradition Considered, at the lecture founded by the Hon. Judge Dudley, in Harvard
College, November 5, 1777 [Half title: Mr. Wigglesworth's Dudleian Lecture]

Boston: Printed by Thomas & John Fleet, 1778. First Edition. Octavo (19.5cm.); stitched self-
wrappers; 39,[1]pp. ([A]-E4, collated and complete with half title page). Stitching starting to loosen,
light soil and spotting to external leaves, brief contemporary manuscript note at top fore-edge corner
of half title, small tear mid-final leaf touching text without loss of meaning, else Very Good and
sound.

Vitriolic anti-Catholic attack mirroring the language of the ongoing Revolutionary War: "The
Business assigned by the honorable learned and pious Founder, for the third in the quadrennial
course of his Lectures, is 'to be for the detecting, and convicting and exposing the idolatry of the
Romish Church, their tyranny, usurpations, damnable heresies, fatal errors, abominable
superstitions, and other crying wickednesses in their high places'" (p. 5). Maniculed errata statement
present on title page verso. 

EVANS 16171; SABIN 103908.
 

Price: $500

American Revolution a "distinguished epoch"

10. [American Revolution] Eliphalet Porter
 
A Sermon Delivered to the First Religious Society in Roxbury, December 11, 1783; being the first
day of public thanksgiving, in America, after the restoration of peace, and the ultimate
acknowledgement of her independence

Boston: Adams and Nourse, 1784. First Edition. Octavo (20cm.); removed, remnants of old leather
to spine; 24pp. ([A]4 B-C4, collated complete). Textblock rather browned and foxed, a few tiny
chips to margins, else Good to Very Good overall.

Early post-Revolutionary War celebratory sermon, opening with the lines "That appearance of
undissembled joy, and that look of lively gratitude, which are now diffused over the face of this
assembly, together with the correspondent feelings of my own heart, hasten me, my friends, to
congratulate you on the business and design of this joyous day" (p. 3). The orator goes on to
recapitulate the events leading up to the conflict, and the military victories that followed, with
allusions to the feats of Generals John Stark and George Washington, and the perfidy of Benedict
Arnold. The text concludes on the high note "And may the AMERICAN REVOLUTION, by the
great and extensive advantages that shall result from it, as well as by the surprizing means and
efforts by which it was accomplished, be rendered a distinguished epoch in the annals of time" (pp.
23-4). 

EVANS 18736; ESTC W29186; SABIN 64243.
 

Price: $1,500

"sovereignty is in the people"

11. [American Revolution] James Dana
 
A Sermon, preached before the General Assembly of the state of Connecticut, at Hartford, on the
day of the anniversary election, May 13, 1779

Hartford: Hudson and Goodwin, 1779. First Edition. Octavo (18cm.); stitched self-wrappers,
removed from larger volume; 46,[2]pp. ([A]4 B-F4, collated and complete with half title and errata).
First and final leaf spotted, else Very Good and sound. 

Revolutionary War-era election sermon delivered by the New Haven clergyman James Dana (1735-
1812). Dana, who had gained popularity with his vocal support of the War, states here that "From
the natural parity of mankind it clearly follows, that all sovereignty is ultimately in the people, or
their representatives. They may, at any time, regulate the succession, limit the sovereign, or abolish
the kingly government" (p. 19). A few pages further Dana expands upon his blueprint of the ideal
government, "which gives encouragement to schools and public worship [and] hath every way the
advantage of one that neglects them, in regard of civil order and happiness" (p. 25). 

The text concludes with "Corrections" on p. [47], though it consists of just one example, while
"Various lesser errors of the press are left to the correction of the candid reader."

EVANS 16252; ESTC W29321; TRUMBULL 543.
 

Price: $500

Published by a close associate of Benjamin Franklin's

12. [Americana - Newspapers] James Parker [publisher]
 
New-York Gazette; Or, The Weekly Post-Boy. Monday, February 15, 1768. Number 1311.

New York: James Parker at the New Printing Office, 1768. Monday, February 15, 1768 issue. Folio;
bifolium; 4pp., printed in three columns. Heavy spotting, light chipping to edges, with brief splitting
to old folds. Pen inscription to front margin. Good to Very Good overall.

Colonial newspaper published by James Parker, who worked closely with Benjamin Franklin in his
career after a difficult and stunted apprenticeship under William Bradford. Includes articles on paper
currency, a report on Indian affairs from John Penn, and, on rear panel, the sale of an "Irish Servant
Girl" and a "Run away...French Negro man named John Baptist." No other copies of this newspaper
found in retail as of May, 2023.
 

Price: $650

Runner-up for the inaugural Caldecott Medal

13. Boris Artzybasheff

Seven Simeons

New York: The Junior Literary Guild and the Viking Press, 1937. First Edition. Quarto (29.5cm);
publisher's boards in pictorial dust jacket; [30pp]; fourteen full-page color illustrations, with a
similar number of vignettes and decorative motifs as marginalia.

The jacket shows some rubbing, particularly to gilt at edges and corners, with minor chips at spine
crown and foot. Some general slight soiling from respectful handling. Minimal toning to endpapers
and textblock, otherwise unmarred and unmarked. Previous owner's signature—oh so tiny, and in
the same filigree line as Artzybasheff's illustrations—hidden coyly within the front pastedown.

This volume was the runner-up for the Caldecott Medal in 1938—the year the medal was
inaugurated.
 

Price: $200

The first Dulac edition in the rare dust jacket

14. Charlotte Bronte; Edmund Dulac [illus.]
 
The Professor

New York: E.P. Dutton & Co., 1905. First Dulac-illustrated edition. Octavo; publisher's boards in
cream decorative dust jacket printed in pale green; 292pp.; six color plates by Dulac, complete. Dust
jacket shows some slight chipping along edges and spine with faint patchy dampstaining, largely
confined to verso. Boards show a couple bumps at spine ends but otherwise binding is sound. Off-
setting to endpapers, pages otherwise unmarked. 

An attractive copy of the first Dulac edition, representing his first real book illustration commission.
Originally published as a ten-volume uniform set. Rare in jacket. 

HUGHEY 8a
 

Price: $400

15. [Circus] [John B. Doris Inter-Ocean Circus, Museum & Menagerie]
 
"The World Ransacked for All Its Wonders" - Show Herald for John B. Doris' Inter-Ocean Circus,
Museum & Menagerie - 1886 Season [Binghamton, NY stand]

St. Louis: Great Western Printing Co., Show Printers and Engravers, 1886. Two-sided herald (10.5"
x 28") printed in black on yellow newsprint. Text on bottom of each side reads "Black on Yellow,
Car No. 1 Great Western Printing Co., Show Printers and Engravers, St. Louis. No. 4," with
"Binghamton Mon. May 10" stamped in blue at bottom of verso in the "Will exhibit at" blank.
Illustrations and performance roster in two columns. Headline on recto fabulously reads "The World
Ransacked for All Its Wonders." 

Herald is in excellent condition overall, with a shallow, half-inch chip at bottom and a couple tiny
chips and tears in margins along edges, along with a few small pinholes to surface, none involving
or interfering with text. Flattened remnant of a horizontal crease at center. A couple smudged
thumbprints to top margin on recto. Print is clean and color even. Very Good.

Illustrations feature the Grand Street Demonstration, the Egyptian Bovalapus (actually a water
buffalo), two from the Equestrian Organization (assumed James Robinson, in his famous
somersault, and Emma Stokes, wife of show proprietor John B. Doris), "Old Betts" the War-
Elephant, a Troupe of Turkish Athletes, another of Bicycle Riders, Siberian Roller Skaters, knife-
thrower Riffia Bey, and reptile-queen Katamorpa. Text roster adds everything from Human Blood-
Sucking Vampires to a Menagerie of Infant Animals. The show carried a robust equestrian lineup,
including the aforementioned Robinson, who was only the second person to execute a bareback
somersault and, at the height of his career, was the highest paid equestrian in the United States.
Another notable performance was the seven-person clown troupe led by Johnny Patterson, the Irish
humorist and songwriter best known for his song "The Garden Where the Praties Grow."
 

Price: $1,250

Excellent copy of the author's acclaimed debut

16. Don Carpenter

Hard Rain Falling

Dust jacket rubbed along edges with a couple short closed tears at top edge; some mild smudging to
front and edges. Boards show light shelfwear. Binding is sound and pages unmarked. A Near Fine
copy in a Very Good or better jacket of Carpenter's highly lauded debut.

New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1966. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's boards in white
decorative dust jacket retaining original price ($5.95); 308pp.
 

Price: $450

Mostly Cambridge Platonism, some witchy stuff

17. John Smith; Simon Patrick [sermon]
 
Select Discourses Treating 1. Of the true way or method of attaining to divine knowledge. 2. Of
superstition. 3. Of atheism. 4. Of the immortality of the soul. 5. Of the existence and nature of God.
6. Of prophecy. 7. Of the difference between the legal and the evangelical righteousness, the Old
and the New Covenant, &c. 8. Of the shortness and vanity of a Pharisaick righteousness. 9. Of the
excellency and nobleness of true religion. 10. Of a Christians conflicts with, and conquests over,
Satan ... As also a sermon preached by Simon Patrick (then Fellow of the same college) at the
author's funeral: with a brief account of his life and death

London: Printed by J. Flesher, for W. Morden Bookseller in Cambridg [sic], 1660. First Edition.
Quarto; full contemporary blind-tooled calf, recently rebacked with mottled calf, red gilt spine label,
new endpapers; liii,[3],526,[2]pp. (¶^4 - 3¶^4 * - 3*^4 A - 3X^4, collated presumed complete with
publisher's advertisements on final leaf); title page printed within double rule, woodcut initials,
head- and tail-pieces. Corners a bit bumped, bookseller ticket to front free endpaper; a Very Good
copy overall.

The author's only book, published posthumously after his untimely death in 1652 at the age of 35,
the ESTC describing this as a "summary statement of Cambridge Platonism as a religious
philosophy." Though mostly free of marginalia, a contemporary reader has added a faint manicule in
pencil on p. 193 where Smith covers the topic of "wizzards" and witches: "There are some men
whose Imaginative faculty is strong, either by Nature, or by some Artifice which they use to fortifie
this Imaginative facultie with; and for such purpose are the artifices which Witches and such as have
familiar Spirits do use, by the help whereof the similitudes of things, are more easily excited by the
Imagination." 

The author continues on the following page, "how that, so they [witches] may have more pregnant
Phansies, they anoint themselves, and diet themselves with some such food as they understand from
the Devil is very fit for that purpose" (p. 194). 

ESTC R17087; WING S4117.
 

Price: $500

"the flute, the weird music, the wood and the dancing things"

18. Lord Dunsany
 
The Blessing of Pan [Autograph Letter Laid in]

London: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1927. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's blue gilt-lettered cloth; vi,
[2],287pp.; frontispiece. Cloth lightly rubbed at extremities, spine rather sunned, front hinge a bit
loose and frontispiece starting to separate; overall Good to Very Good. 

Laid in autograph two-page letter signed "Dunsany" on his letterhead with original mailing envelope
and typescript copy of the recipient Charles Broome's original letter. On July 29, 1935, Broome of
Llanerch in Delaware County, Pennsylvania, wrote to Lord Dunsany in London requesting the title
of a book of his: "I am taking the liberty of addressing you in the hope that you may help me obtain
a copy of one of your writings which I had read with great delight quite some years ago. I remember
only fragments...The outstanding figure was a man visiting some remote part of England, and, while
sojourning there made the acquaintance of an old hermit who lived deep in the woods..." 

Dunsany promptly replied on August 16, positing that "The nearest thing of mine to the summary
that you send, the flute, the weird music, the wood and the dancing things, is a novel called The
Blessing of Pan." It should be noted that Dunsany used a different colored ink pen to sign his letter.
 

Price: $500

Possibly unique prototype of a popular game

19. [Maps & Cartography] John Melvin Farmer
 
The New Airway Map [WITH] Farmer's Electric Maps: A Game of Tokens

Washington, DC: J.M. Farmer, 1935 & 1941. Set of two map games patented by John Melvin
Farmer (1900-1993), the earlier "New Airway Map" possibly a prototype of the more finished
product, "Farmer Electric Maps." Contents as follows:

1. "New Airway Map." Copyright 1935. Large lithographed map of the United States with inset
world map mounted to metal and wooden board (68x45x3cm.), three wired circuits linked to
National Parks, capital cities, and major (non-capital) cities. Map rather dust-soiled and a bit scuffed
at extremities. Electronics defunct, though possibly could be revived by a canny engineer.

2. "Farmer Electric Maps: A Game of Tokens" complete board game set. Copyright 1941. Contents
are comprised of lidded box (46x28x5cm.) with mounted color pictorial element to lid, circuit
board, and twenty-three loose color pictorial plates and maps (26x41.5cm apiece) with
accompanying chemise on which are printed the rules of the game. Also includes a smaller lidded
box (8x8x1.5cm.) which serves as a spinner and holds a couple dozen colored tokens. Light wear to
box, else Very Good and sound.

The "Farmer Electronic Map" proved to be a popular educational game not dissimilar to
"Operation," the player tasked with locating cities, constellations, fish, or birds on an electric circuit
board within a certain number of tries. A small accompanying archive of material regarding
Farmer's patent assignments notes that he first copyrighted his "Airway" map in 1935, though we
find no other examples, whereas the Farmer Electronic Map appears to have experienced some
commercial success and copies are easily obtainable today. Gathering from the oversized and heavy
nature of the materials used for the "Airway" map, it is safe to assume this was a prototype.
 

Price: $750

Uncommon collection of prison poetry

20. [Prison Poetry] Tom Vetere and Annette Gabriel Eaton; Giorgio A. Pinton [ed.]
 
Sentences: Broadsides of Prison Poetry. The Poetry of Tom Vetere and Anette Gabriel Eaton
[January, March, and May 1989 issues]

Includes "Psycho-Biography: Crystal Dreams" by Vetere in the January issue. Eaton's contributions,
which comprise both the March and May issues, include "Junk Joint Blues", "Why I Write", and
"The Plunder of Time" among others. Individual issues scarce in retail with a handful of holdings in
OCLC, though a compilation volume was published in 2013.

New Haven, CT: World Prison Poetry Center, 1989. First Editions. Three volumes; octavos; January
issue side-stapled wraps, and March and May comb-bound wraps. Publisher's flyer dated June 1,
1989, also included. Light shelfwear, bindings sound, pages unmarked. Very Good or better.
 

Price: $250

The 1975 Pulitzer Prize winner, signed

21. Robert A. Caro
 
The Power Broker: Robert Moses and the Fall of New York [Signed]

New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1974. First Edition. Thick octavo; publisher's boards in pictorial dust
jacket retaining original price ($17.95); 1246pp; maps and photographs throughout. Signed by
Robert Caro on title page.

Dust jacket shows light wear to edges with a few nicks, general toning and rubbing; spine
remarkably unfaded. Boards with light shelfwear and some very mild scuffing. Binding is sound and
pages unmarked.

A Very Good or better, well preserved signed copy of the 1975 Pulitzer Prize winner.
 

Price: $2,000

Men's health, colorfully illustrated

22. [Science & Medicine] Federico [Frederick] Hollick; D.E. de Tabares [trans.]
 
Los Organos Generativos Masculinos, en estado de salud y en el de enfermedad...

Nueva York / Habana: American News Company / D.W.P. Harvey, [1863]. First Spanish-Language
Edition. 12mo (15cm.); publisher's green blind-embossed cloth, gilt-lettered spine; 428pp.;
chromolithographed frontispiece, two leaves of plates, woodcuts throughout. Minor scuffing to
extremities, most notably at corners, contemporary pencil (and occasional ink) underlining and
marginalia throughout in English, usually providing translations to unfamiliar vocabulary ("chamber
pot," "hemorrhoids," etc.). Overall a Very Good copy.

Spanish-language textbook on men's health, complete with vividly colorful plates displaying cross-
sections of the male reproductive organ. Quite uncommon, we could find just two copies in OCLC
as of May, 2023 (however with the imprint "Strong"), at the NLM and U. Minnesota.
 

Price: $150

Take "Princess Pine" for dropsy, "Swamp Break" for female weakness

23. [Science & Medicine - Quackery] [Kiowa Medicine and Vaudeville Co.] Rolling Thunder
 
Guide to Health Composed of Herbs, Leaves, Roots, Barks and Gums, Which God Has Placed Here
for the Benefit of Suffering Humanity

Steamburg, NY: [Kiowa Indian Medicine Co.] / William Koehl, Paper Boxes and Printing, [ca.
1890]. First Edition. 12mo (15 cm);  bifolium; [4]pp.; photographic illus. to upper panel. Light
spotting to front panel, old vertical crease. Very Good overall. 

Recipes include Princess Pine for dropsy, Ground Hemlock for lustrous hair, and Swamp Break for
"female weakness, rundown, and cold chills." No copies in retail and one holding in OCLC as of
April 2023.
 

Price: $150

Lavishly-illustrated edition

24. Theocritus; Bion; Moschus; Andrew Lang [trans.]; W. Russell Flint [illus.]
 
The Idyls of Theocritus, Bion, & Moschus

London: The Medici Society / Riccardi Press, 1922. First Thus, Limited to 500 copies of which this
is no. 188. Two large octavo volumes; publisher's full limp parchment lettered in gilt with green silk
fore-edge ties, top edges gilt, housed in custom cloth slipcase; 92; 28pp.; color plates with lettered
tissue guards, collated and complete.

Vellum boards wrinkled with some spotting along bottom edge of Vol. II. Bindings are sound.
Dampstaining along bottom edge of many tissue guards; pages otherwise unmarked. Overall a Very
Good, attractive set.

Price: $400

Before King Denslow

25. W.W. Denslow
 
[Original Art] Two Original Chalk Sketches of Different Costume Designs: "The Dodger" &
"Madeline"

[N.p.]: [n.p.]: [ca. 1895]. Two single sheets of original chalk sketches; ca. 31x22cm each. Character
costume designs, one labeled "The Dodger," and the other "Madeleine." Both signed "DEN" with
1894 and 1895 dates, and additional gift inscriptions, not from Denslow. In modern frame
measuring ca. 76x56cm. Not examined out of frame. Sketches chipped with some rubbing. 

In the mid 1890s Denslow began to receive acclaim as an artist, and resigned from the Times-Herald
as an illustrator. During this time he began to produce costume designs for Chicago's Schiller
Theatre. Denslow drew praise for his knack for color combination and contrast, and, of course, the
sense of humor he brought to his work, which would later be on full display once he teamed up with
L. Frank Baum on The Wizard of Oz. 

GREENE & HEARN pp. 43-5
 

Price: $2,500

"first poet of Cumberland Valley"

26. [Women] Isabella Oliver
 
Poems, on Various Subjects

Carlisle, PA: A. Loudon, 1805. First Edition. 12mo (17cm.); original full sheep, red gilt-lettered
spine label; 220pp. Leather a bit scuffed at extremities and boards bowed, textblock somewhat
foxed and toned, else Very Good, better than usually encountered.

Lovely copy of the works of the "first poet of Cumberland Valley" Isabella Oliver (1777-1843). The
daughter of a local mathematician, Oliver's education was curtailed by the death of her father when
she was fourteen and the poems here were taken down by dictation and then published for a lengthy,
sixteen-page list of subscribers, approximately half of them women. 

Oliver's choice of poetical subjects varied in range, frequently religious or geographical, many of
them written by request for friends. The author's anti-slavery sentiments are on display in the poem
"On Slavery" ("Among the moral evils which disgrace / The page historic of the human race, /
Slavery seems most to black the records," p. 137). Though usually lofty in her choice of themes, the
young poet also dipped into more ghoulish local events, one of her lengthiest poems, "Melancholy
instance of human depravity," based on the murders of John Carothers and his family by poisoning
at the hand of their maid Sallie Clark.

References: George O. Seilhamer, "Old Mother Cumberland," in The Pennsylvania Magazine of
History and Biography, Vol. 24, no. 1 (1900).
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